
 

 

Misha’s Vineyard ‘The Soloist’ Pinot Rosé 2018 
. 

 

19/20  “Bright, light cerise-pink colour with some depth, a 

little lighter on the rim with slight peach hues.  The nose is bright and vibrant with up-
front fragrant aromas of strawberries and raspberries and cream entwined with red 
florals and vivid confectionary notes, along with subtle fresh fermentation esters.  The 
core has a thread of mouth-watering minerality, and the nose is sensationally up-
front.  Dry to taste and medium-full bodied, the palate has intense aromatic aromas 
of raspberries and cream with bright and vibrant red florals, lifted confectionary notes 
and a suggestion of esters.  The fruit forms a tight and concentrated core and has very 
good linearity, flowing along a very fine-textured line with thirst-quenching acidity 
enlivening the palate and providing energy.  The flavours lead to a long and sustained 
finish.  This is a bright and vibrant, up-front aromatic dry rosé with raspberry, floral 
and confectionary notes on a fine-textured palate with linearity and freshness.  Match 
with dim sum and Asian fare, or antipasto and tapas over the next 2 years.  A blend 
of clones, 33% 114, 32% 4, 25% 6 and 10% 5, given one day of skin contact and cool 
fermented in stainless-steel to 13.5% alc.& 3.5 g/L RS. Oct 2018”. (Raymond Chan, 
Raymond Chan Wine Reviews) 

 

92/100 “Made from Pinot Noir the bouquet is dynamic, fragrant and fruity. On 

the palate - fresh, crisp, dry and very engaging with flavours of light red fruit centering 
on bing cherry, wild raspberry and strawberry. Plenty of crisp and refreshing acidity 
with very soft and fine fruit tannins all sitting against a cushion of fresh light red fruit 
flavours. Balanced and well made. Drink now and through Summer 2019” (Cameron 
Douglas, Master Sommelier, www.camdouglasms.com) 
 

93/100  “It is instantly appealing on the nose showing 

cranberry, watermelon, lemon zest and apple blossom aromas, followed by a vibrant 
palate that is light and juicy. The wine offers pristine fruit intensity and fine texture, 
wonderfully supported by excellent mid palate weight and refreshing acidity. 
Flavoursome and highly enjoyable. At its best: now to 2020. $27.00. 
www.mishasvineyard.com. Oct 2018.” (Sam Kim, Wine Orbit) 
 

 “The 2018 vintage was made from Pinot Noir, estate-grown at 
Bendigo. Bright pink, it is mouth-filling, with strong, vibrant red-berry, plum and 
strawberry flavours, dry (3.5 grams/litre of residual sugar), finely poised, smooth and 
lingering.” (Michael Cooper, Buyer’s Guide to New Zealand Wines) 
 

90/100  “Flavoursome rosé with cherry and red rose flavours, together with seasoning of anise 

and spice. The wine has a hint of sweetness balanced by peppery tannins to give a moderately drying finish.”              
(Bob Campbell MW, bobcampbell.nz & The Real Review.” 
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